We consider a standard model singlet which is accessible to a single extra dimension and its zero mode is localized with Gaussian profile around a point different than the origin. This zero mode scalar is a possible candidate for the dark matter and its annihilation rate is sensitive to the compactification radius of the extra dimension, the localization width and the position. For the case of non resonant annihilation, we estimated the dark matter scalar location around a point, at a distance ∼ 3 × localization width from the origin, by using the annihilation rate which is based on the current relic density. *
The amount of matter required in the universe is considerably greater than the visible one and there is a need to construct a theoretical background in order to explain the excess invisible matter, called as dark matter (DM). The galactic rotation curves [1] and galaxies orbital velocities [2] , the cosmic microwave background anisotrophy [3] , observations of type Ia supernova [4] indicate that almost 23% of present Universe [4, 5, 6 ] is composed of cold (non relativistic) DM, however, its nature is not known. In the literature, there are various attempts to solve the DM problem; the DM candidates in supersymmetric models [7] , in the universal extra dimension (UED) models [8, 9, 10] , split UED models [11, 12, 13] , Private Higgs model [14] , Inert doublet model [15] - [22] , Little Higgs model [23] , Heavy Higgs model [24] . Among the possible candidates the Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) that interact only through weak and gravitational interactions and have masses in the range 10 GeV-a few TeV reached great interest since the current relic density could be explained by thermal freeze-out of their pair annihilation (see for example [25, 26] for further discussion).
In the present work we consider a scalar SM singlet φ S which is accessible to a single extra dimension and all SM particles live on the 4 dimensional brane 1 . After the compactification of the extra dimension, denoted by y, on an orbifold S 1 with radius R the KK modes of the SM singlet scalar appear. At this stage, we assume that the zero mode scalar is localized 2 (see for example [35] for a special localization mechanism for a scalar in the extra dimension) at the point y L in the extra dimension, with the Gaussian profile as
where the function f L (y) reads
The normalization constant A L is obtained by using the integral
and one gets
Here β, β = 1/σ 2 , is the parameter which adjusts the localization amount of φ 
Furthermore, we assume that the lagrangian of the scalar SM singlet has the discrete Z 2 sym-
S in order to ensure its stability and has the interaction term in a single extra dimension
where Φ 1 is the SM Higgs field
with the vacuum expectation value
Here we consider that the SM singlet scalar φ S has no vacuum expectation value and, with the discrete Z 2 symmetry above, it is guaranteed that the scalar field S has no SM decay products.
After the electroweak symmetry breaking, they disappear by pair annihilation with the help of the exchange particle which is the SM Higgs boson H 0 in this case. Therefore, the zero mode scalar is a possible candidate for DM and we will study the effects of compactification radius, the zero mode scalar localization width and its localization position on the annihilation cross section.
The annihilation process S S → H 0 → X SM results in the total averaging annihilation rate
where Γ(h → X SM ) = i Γ(h → X i SM ) with virtual Higgsh having mass 2 m S (see [36, 37] )
is the average relative speed of two zero mode scalars (see for example [34] ). In eq.(9) the effective coupling λ S reads
3 Here an ad hoc non zero mass term for the zero mode singlet φ
S is considered and it depends on the localization mechanism which is unknown in our case. Notice that the electroweak symmetry breaking also leads to a contribution to the tree level mass due to the interaction term (see eq. (6)).
Here, we parametrize σ and y L as σ = ρ R, y L = α σ where ρ and α are dimensionless parameters and, for the effective coupling λ S , we get
with the choice λ 5 S = 1.0 GeV −1 . Therefore, in this scenario, the strength of tree level interaction of the scalar DM pair with the SM Higgs boson is regulated by the scalar DM localization point, its localization width and the compactification radius of the extra dimension. In order to estimate these parameters one needs a restriction for the annihilation cross section < σ v r >.
The present DM abundance by the WMAP collaboration [38] is
and the annihilation cross section is inversely proportional to the relic density as
where x f ∼ 25 [5, 11, 34, 39, 40] . Finally, eqs. (12) and (13) lead to the bounds for the annihilation cross section,
in the case that s-wave annihilation is dominant (see [41] for details.).
Discussion
In the present work we introduce a scalar field, which is a SM singlet, with vanishing vacuum expectation value and consider that its zero mode localized with Gaussian profile around a point away form the origin, in the extra dimension. The interaction Lagrangian (see eq. (6) Furthermore, we respect the prediction of the present DM abundance and use the central value of < σ v r >= 0.8 pb in order to predict the localization position of the DM with respect to the compactification radius R and the DM mass m S . In the numerical calculations we take the compactification radius R in the range 0.00001 GeV −1 ≤ R ≤ 0.001 GeV −1 . In the range of free parameters we choose, the coupling λ S obeys λ S < 1.0, which is necessary for perturbative calculations. Notice that the direct detection experiments ensure an upper limit (see [42] for the current upper limit) for the WIMP-nucleon cross section 4 . The parameter set we used leads to the cross section for proton target at the order of magnitude of 10 −8 − 10 −7 pb which is almost one order less than the current limit. This prediction shows that the considered parameter set, which respects the bounds of the annihilation cross section, is not rule out by the results of direct detection that might be improved with the forthcoming experiments.
In Fig.1 of the scalar which is near to the resonant annihilation, the interaction coupling λ S should be regulated to a small value in order to reach the appropriate annihilation cross section which agrees with the current relic density. This is the case that the DM scalar is localized far from the origin in order to weaken the interaction with the Higgs particle and, therefore, the parameter α reaches to relatively greater values. In the case of the DM with the mass value far from the resonant annihilation, the heavier DM has a weak cross section compared to the lighter one and, in order to satisfy the observed relic abundance, it should be pulled to the appropriate value by choosing the weaker coupling, i.e. relatively larger α. This figure shows that α is sensitive to the parameter ρ, which fixes the width of the localization, and to the compactification radius R. With the increasing values of ρ and R α decreases 5 . We observe that the parameter α reaches to the largest value ∼ 3.6 σ in the case of resonant annihilation and decreases when the DM mass becomes far from the resonance mass, m S = 55 GeV . Near the resonant case α is sensitive the DM scalar mass and this sensitivity 4 The spin independent cross section can be given as σ = [16, 43] ). 5 Notice that the width of the localization which is parameterized by ρ is chosen at least one order less than the compactification radius R becomes weak when the mass m S is far from 55 GeV , in the range of m S considered. It is seen that, for the large mass values, m S ≥ 80 GeV , this sensitivity becomes strong and α increases, since the annihilation cross section enhances and it should be suppressed by appropriate weak coupling which is regulated by the parameter α.
In Fig.3 we present the DM scalar mass m S dependence of α for R = 0.001 GeV 
